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MAKING SENSE OF JOURNALS IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES
From Specialty Origins to Contemporary Assortment
Tony Stankus, MLS
Science Librarian, Science Library, College of the Holy Cross

"Clear, practical, and unique . . . we see that the purpose of making purchasing decisions is to help the library patron."
Virgil Diodato, MS, PhD, Associate Professor, School of Library and Information Science, University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

The first step to saving money in the management of expensive science journals is knowing whether the specialty journals that you currently stock actually match the specialties pursued at your institution. This book introduces the fields and journals in such a way as to enable the librarian to negotiate journal holdings for appropriateness and relative value.
(Monographic Supplement Number 7 to The Serials Librarian.)

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS
Improving Library Collections Through Analysis of Publishing Trends

"A wonderfully written scholarly work on a topic of keen interest . . . Must reading for all professionals."
James M. Matarazzo, PhD, Simmons College, Graduate School of Library & Information Science

This important book encourages librarians to sharpen their strategic vision—to see the importance of science for U.S. competitiveness and the role that science journals play.
(Monographic Supplement No. 6 to The Serials Librarian.)

MAKING SENSE OF JOURNALS IN THE LIFE SCIENCES
From Specialty Origins to Contemporary Assortment

"A must for those librarians concerned about their biomedical serials collections . . . A wealth of information on the roles that each prominent journal plays today."
Frank R. Kellerman, MSLS, Biomedical Reference Librarian, Brown University

Serials and science librarians will benefit greatly from Making Sense of Journals in the Life Sciences.
(Monographic Supplement Number 8 to The Serials Librarian.)

SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS
Issues in Library Selection and Management

"Tony Stankus has firmly established himself as one of the most productive investigators of the use of scientific journals . . . More works of this type are needed."
American Reference Books Annual

Science librarians, serials librarians, and acquisitions librarians—faced with the difficult task of selecting and de-selecting expensive scientific journals in the face of enormous faculty and budgetary pressures—need this valuable volume that focuses on the collection management process.
(Monographic Supplement No. 3 to The Serials Librarian.)
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WILSON DISC
CD-ROM Retrieval System

NEW! Monthly Disc Updates with No Price Increase
The nine most popular WILSONDISC databases are now updated and cumulated on a monthly basis. Subscribers to these databases receive new discs each month with no increase in the current subscription rate.

NEW! Unique No-charge Policy for Networking and Remote Access—All WILSONDISC Databases!
No network or remote access fees are charged to:
- Public libraries—main and branches
- Academic libraries (single campus)
- School libraries (single school).

NEW! Software—with Journal Tagging
The new WILSONDISC software—Version 2.3—contains exciting enhancements, including journal tagging, simple one-step installation, faster program startup, expanded menus, program usage statistics, and much more!
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1-800-367-6770
Outside of the U.S. and Canada, call 1-212-588-8400.
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